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		Microsoft's MCSE (Microsoft Certified Systems Engineer) program is a rigorous testing and certification program for Windows NT system and network administrators. To achieve certification, one must pass four required exams and two elective exams. Close to twenty potential elective exams exist, although only nine of them are current electives covering the most recent version of a given product. Microsoft has also just introduced the MCSE+Internet certification, which requires passing seven required exams and two elective exams. There are four current elective exams to choose from to attain this certification.MCSE: The Core Exams in a Nutshell is a comprehensive study guide that covers the required exams offered in the MCSE certification. The companion book, MCSE: The Electives in a Nutshell, covers the most important and popular elective exams for the MCSE certification and also covers the other required and elective exams for the MCSE+Internet certification.The required exams covered in this book are:

		
			Networking Essentials
	
			Windows NT Workstation
	
			Windows NT Server
	
			Windows 95 (you must choose either the NT Workstation or Windows 95 exam)


	Each chapter in the book covers one exam. It includes:
		
			A summary of the key areas covered by the exam
	
			A description of the format and difficulty of each exam and tips for passing it
	
			Definitions of key terms
	
			Sample test questions and answers


	MCSE: The Core Exams in a Nutshell is a detailed quick reference designed for the administrator who already has some experience with Windows NT or is currently administering a different platform such as UNIX, and wants to learn what is necessary to pass the required exam portion of the MCSE certification. While no book is a substitute for real-world experience, this book will help you codify your knowledge and prepare for the exams.Any administrator who is serious about passing the required exams needed to acquire MCSE certification will find this book an invaluable tool.
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Sams Teach Yourself C# Web Programming in 21 DaysSams Publishing, 2001
Learn how to how to use C# for Internet programming with the hands-on techniques and clear explanations. This book discusses some C# features that allow rapid development of solutions such as garbage collection, simplified type declarations, and scalability support. The book explains key concepts in a simple and practical manner. Web Forms and Web...
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Elasticsearch: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2015

	
		Whether you need full-text search or real-time analytics of structured data—or both—the Elasticsearch distributed search engine is an ideal way to put your data to work. This practical guide not only shows you how to search, analyze, and explore data with Elasticsearch, but also helps you deal with the complexities of...
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Designing for XOOPS: A Quickstart for DesignersO'Reilly, 2011

	
		Before you dive into this book, I would like to first extend my warm welcome to you
		as you enter the world of XOOPS. XOOPS is an acronym of eXtensible Object Oriented
		Portal System. It is an open-source application platform and Content Management
		System (CMS) written in PHP. It is built for developing a variety of solutions...
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Physics For Dummies (Math & Science)For Dummies, 2004
Does just thinking about the laws of motion make your head spin? Does studying electricity short your circuits? Do the complexities of thermodynamics cool your enthusiasm?
    Thanks to this book, you don’t have to be Einstein to understand physics. As you read about Newton’s Laws, Kepler’s Laws, Hooke’s Law, Ohm’s...
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Groovy Recipes: Greasing the Wheels of Java (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2008
Each recipe in Groovy Recipes begins with a concise code example for a quick start, followed by in-depth explanation in plain English.  These recipes will get you to-to-speed in a Groovy environment quickly.
  You'll see how to speed up nearly every aspect of the development process using Groovy. Groovy makes mundane file management...
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Policy-based contracting in semantic web service marketsKIT Scientific Publishing, 2010

	Web services generalize the idea of the Web beyond the exchange of simple Web

	pages in order to enable the provision of a broad range of different services. By com-

	posing Web services, cross-organizational and collaborative business processes can

	be realized in a highly dynamic and flexible way, which is particularly important if...
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